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ANNAPOLIS, Md.—Applications are being accepted Feb. 1 through April 1 for the United States
Naval Academy (USNA) Summer STEM Program 2010. STEM is held in three sessions: June
7-12, June 14-19 and June 21-26. The academy’s Summer STEM Program is an overnight
academic camp designed for rising 8th-11th grade students in good academic standing who
have an interest in math and science.

The STEM Program gives students the opportunity to experience real-life applications of math
and science principles through hands-on practical learning. Students will learn from
distinguished Naval Academy professors in world-class lab facilities that provide a unique
learning environment outside the traditional classroom. The academy’s current students, known
as midshipmen, help run the Summer STEM Program and act as camp counselors and tutors to
students.

Students and parents with questions about the Summer STEM Program and the application
process should call (410)293-1858 or visit www.usna.edu/admissions . The deadline for
applications is April 1. Applicants will be notified of their application status in the month of May.
MONDAY: Travel and Check-in
TUESDAY: Air and Space Museum/DC Tour

WEDNESDAY: So What Really Happened to the Titanic? the Challenger? the Ford Pinto? The
tragedy of the Titanic, as well as other engineering disasters have served to foster many
technological discoveries and innovations. As you learn more, you will break steel and
investigate crash mechanics. You'll examine Material Fingerprints to characterize technical
crimes. You will visit the USNA Hydromechanics and Fluids Laboratories to study hull designs
and structures and in the Aero Laboratories, you will investigate the forces of nature.

THURSDAY: Cryptography, Computers and Code, Forensics and Fingerprints. Can you break
the code? Learn how mathematics, computer science, and engineering have been used
throughout history to keep messages hidden and cryptic. Create and program your own video
game to solve a crime in 3-D. Use chemical analysis to solve crime and investigate
fingerprinting of physical phenomenon.
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FRIDAY: Biometrics, Electronics, Robotics. Learn how technological advances in engineering
assist in catching criminals, spies and other bad guys. Build and program your robot to master
the maze. Wire and solder your own electronic device for voice modulation. A tour of the USNA
Biometrics Laboratory will find you performing iris scans and facial recognition techniques.

SATURDAY: Open House and Demonstrations. Share your new skills with your parents and
friends. End the week by putting your projects on display.
Approximately 200 total students from around the U.S. will be invited to STEM. All students
selected to participate will receive a full scholarship to attend this academic summer program.
For more information about the Naval Academy STEM program, visit www.usna.edu/admission
s
. For more information
about the Naval Academy, visit
www.usn.edu
.
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